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Dear Students and Parents,

As the summer vacation approaches, we would like to remind all our students that
learning never stops even during the holidays. Keeping that in mind, we have designed a
summer homework program to help students stay on top of their studies and to continue
developing their skills.

The summer homework assignments are tailored to each grade level and subject area.
These assignments cover a range of topics, from reading and writing to math and science,
and will challenge students to think critically and creatively.

We encourage all our students to dedicate a portion of their day in completing their
summer homework while also taking time to enjoy their vacation with family and
friends.

We also remind our students that completing the summer homework will not only help
them academically but will also develop important time-management and organizational
skills that will serve them well throughout their academic careers.

SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK, 2024-25

GRADE HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

X

PICTUREWRITING
❖ Students have to write a story of about 300 words using 10 pictures.
❖ Your mission is to venture out into the world with your camera in hand

and capture a moment that sparks your imagination. Whether it's a
breathtaking landscape, a candid moment with friends or a hidden gem
waiting to be discovered, the possibilities are endless!

❖ Once you've captured your perfect shot, it's time to let your imagination
soar as you craft a story inspired by the picture you've taken.

❖ Let the scene unfold in your mind's eye - who are the characters? What is
their story? What secrets does the photograph hold?

❖ From tales of adventure and mystery to stories of love and friendship, let
your creativity run wild and bring your picture to life through words.

Note :

1. Do reading practice daily.
2. The assignment should be done in the Project Book. Write your name, grade and
heading of each topic in the Project.
3. The assignment should be submitted on June 10, 2024 on the reopening day.

Regards
Principal
PPSCIS


